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Can’t play, won’t play
Not all dogs are created equal when it comes to playing with people. Some are mad for it all of the 
time, others… well, not so much. 

However, one myth that I want to dispel straight away is the assumption that dogs that don’t 
want to play with people have had bad experiences with them. Of course, some have, but others 
may simply have not had the chance to play and so they simply don’t know how to, as opposed to 
don’t want to. 

Of course, dogs also have preferences in playing with people – and if we don’t get it right then the 
chances of them enjoying the game with us are greatly diminished. 

Typically, of course, dogs like Staffies like tugging, while herding types may prefer games based on 
chase – but we must beware of making generalisations as I believe that play styles in individuals 
can be taught and built on – they are not simply born. 

For example, I was determined that my Chihuahua would play fetch alongside my Collie – and 
she does! It took a while to teach, but now she loves it – and plays with a full-sized tennis ball too 
(none of this tiny ball nonsense for my girl!). 

Interestingly, the way that humans try to 
play with dogs has been looked at with a 
research eye. In 2001, Dr Nicola Rooney, 
Research Fellow at the University of Bristol 
studied whether dogs respond to peoples’ 
play signals. In the study, volunteers 
played with their dogs for 5 minutes in the 
comfort of their homes, and the play 
sessions were filmed. Owners were asked 
to play with their dog “as they usually did,” 
but weren’t allowed to use toys.

The researchers watched the videos and 
noted which behaviours owners used to 
initiate or maintain play. They identified 35 common play signals, including patting the floor, 
clapping, shoving, hitting or tapping the dog, and ‘play bows’. 

People also blew at dogs, barked at them, and grabbed their paws as well as using their hand or 
fingers to simulate movement of an insect or other creature.
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Having identified these play behaviours in the owners, the study then looked at how effective 
these signals were in eliciting and maintaining play in dogs.  

Of the 35 most common play signals, the researchers found that a signal’s frequency of use was 
not related to its success at initiating or sustaining play. In other words, humans persisted – 
despite the fact that the signal didn’t work!

For example, patting the floor was used the most often, but play followed only 38% of the time. 
Many of the behaviours that owners tried were total failures, resulting in a zero play response from 
the dog. These included imitating a dog bark, picking up the dog, or kissing the dog. 

A few behaviors were incredibly successful at eliciting play with a dog though. Rooney found that 
chase-and-running-away as well as lunging forward were associated with play 100% of the time. 

Tapping one’s chest to entice the dog to jump up, grabbing or holding a dog’s paws, mini bows 
were also successful at eliciting play too.
 

From: Rooney N.J., Bradshaw, J.W.S. & Robinson, I.H. (2001). Do dogs respond to play signals given 
by humans?, Animal Behaviour, 61 (4) 715-722. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1006/anbe.2000.1661

http://dx.doi.org/10.1006/anbe.2000.1661
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So, with this in mind, how might it be best to try and elicit play with dogs that are reluctant, either 
through a lack of experience, or because they are wary or fearful? 

Alongside the two-toy technique (already discussed in an earlier Inner Circle article) and the use of 
food circuits, here are three further suggestions:

1. A snake in the grass.
I love Jo Hill’s demonstration of this technique on her DVD ‘The Motivation Movie’. 

In the clip, Jo uses a long, fleece tug toy and shows how the toy itself needs to move like a snake, 
to engage some of the dog’s prey drive, and to act like an animal that wants to escape. In my 
experience, all too many owners want to push the toy towards the dog, rather than making it 
move away – and this can be a bit intimidating for worried dogs, as it (and inevitably the owner) 
enters their personal space – making them back off in turn. 

The rules with this technique are simple:

• The toy is soft and long (many reluctant players dislike the feel of a hard plastic toy in their       
   mouths), and so will actively avoid it. The length of the toy can be extended by using a rope or      
   string. Beware of using ‘whip-type’ toys at this stage for reluctant players – it’s often too much for  
   them and can put them off.  

• The owner plays with the ‘snake toy’ by themselves to begin with. They can make ‘fun’ noises 
   depending on the dog’s sensitivity. (Research shows that dogs relate to their owner’s sounds     
   which indicate ‘this is fun’ or ‘this is bad’.) 

• The toy stays on the floor (it must not come up and move towards the dog’s face). 

• The toy moves away from the dog, not towards (it does not want to be caught!) 

• Once the dog has it, the owner must let go, so that the dog wins it. 

• Only when the dog is putting a little bit of pressure  
   against the toy can the owner tug back a small 
   amount, before letting go.
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2. Click for noticing
This one is for dogs that really don’t pay toys even the slightest bit of attention, but who like food! 
It can take a bit of time to build as the dog tends to think about the food as the over-riding 
reinforcer – the toy is the means to getting it at the outset, but it is a start. 

1. The toy is positioned somewhere at dog’s nose level  

2. The owner watches the dog carefully and clicks, or uses their clicker word, the instant the dog    
     flicks an eye towards the toy 

3. The owner repeats careful clicks and treats for the dog  

• looking at the toy

• moving towards it 

• bumping it with their nose

• opening their mouth over it

• holding or even grabbing it
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3. The “Kinder egg” of dog training!
For dogs that like food, but aren’t keen on playing with toys with their owner, pairing food and toy 
together can work well.

Although there are special toys that are designed to emulate this, my favourite tool for the job are 
fluffy pencil cases with zips. 

The idea of the game is that the owner puts food inside the zipped bag, and then plays with it with 
the dog. They then stop, open the zip and produce some treats for the dog to eat, then zips the 
bag up again. 

The dog needs to learn that he or she has to rely on bringing the bag to the owner to undo to 
release the treats, so this technique tends to work best with shy, sensitive types who aren’t going 
to grab the bag and rip it to shreds to get hold of the food inside. If this happens, then the dog is 
probably telling you that they are a secret toy-lover after all!

Do you have a favourite technique for encouraging reluctant players to get started? Please do 
share on the Facebook group.


